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We investigate the system obtained by adding an algebraic rewriting system R to 
an untyped lambda calculus in which terms are formed using the function symbols 
from R as constants. On certain classes of terms. called here “stable,” we prove that 
the resulting calculus is confluent if R is confluent, and is terminating if R is 
terminating. The termination result has the corresponding theorems for several 
typed calculi as corollaries. The proof of the confluence result suggests a general 
method for proving confluence of typed P-reduction plus rewriting; we sketch the 
application to the polymorphic lambda calculus. ‘1 1992 Academic Press, Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Term rewriting systems and the untyped lambda calculus are universal 
models of computation. Algebraic reduction is a natural technique for 
computing with standard functions such as successor and addition and 
with operations defined by equations over an abstract data type, while the 
lambda calculus has proven to be a powerful model of several aspects of 
modern programming languages (e.g., programmer-defined functions and 
their parameter passing mechanisms). It would seem profitable to combine 
the two modes, allowing each to do what it does best. For instance, as 
pointed out in Breazu-Tannen (1988) algebraic rules such as rewriting 
.Y -x to 0 could be treated as code optimizations in a functional language. 
From the point of view of the logic of programming, the equations from 
which rewriting rules are defined should allow the use of first order 
properties of the data to be involved in the higher order reasoning about 
programs. 
The following example (from Breazu-Tannen and Meyer, 1988) shows 
that the combination of algebra and untyped lambda calculus is 
problematic. Suppose we have a system which allows any term x -x to be 
rewritten to 0, and a term succ(x) --x to be written to 1, and further 
suppose that terms have fixed points, so that there is a term X with X 
evaluating to succ(X). Then X- X evaluates to 0 and to 1. 
The insight of Val Breazu-Tannen (1988) is that restriction to various 
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type disciplines should allow lambda terms to inherit nice properties from 
the algebraic system. (See also Breazu-Tannen, 1987; Breazu-Tannen and 
Meyer, 1988.) In Breazu-Tannen (1988), it was shown that if a confluent 
algebraic system is added to the simply typed lambda calculus, the 
resulting system combining B- and algebraic reductions is confluent. The 
question of preservation of termination was left open. Jean Gallier and 
Val Breazu-Tannen (independently of the present work) have shown that 
the polymorphic lambda calculus remains confluent when enriched by a 
confluent algebraic system (Breazu-Tannen and Gallier, 1989). The same 
methods are used there to show that termination is inherited. 
In this paper, we present some general results about the interaction 
between p-reduction and term rewriting. The proofs are purely syntactic, 
and they do not rely on any specific typing discipline. 
Let C be a set of function symbols with specified arities, fix a set 
INS = { ui I i E CO} of variables, and let /i(Z) be the set of lambda terms over 
Vat-s u 2. Each algebraic term f(A ,, . . . . A,) over C corresponds, via 
currying, to a n(Z)-term (fA, . ..A.,), and so a system R of rewriting rules 
over C indices a rewriting relation 4 over n(X). Write -% for -3 u 2, 
We restrict attention to strongly j5normalizing terms in an attempt to 
avoid the difficulties arising from the existence of fixed points. But it is easy 
to see that preservation of termination in a combined system requires some 
other restriction on the lambda terms considered. For example, if the only 
algebraic rule is “(&x) + x,” which is clearly terminating, then the 
/?-normal form f(~x.xx)(nx.xx)(~x.sx) is /IR-infinite. A similar observa- 
tion applies to confluence preservation. Furthermore, if the signature C 
does not specify arities for the function symbols, then even in the absence 
of P-reduction anomalies can occur when algebraic terms are curried. For 
example, the system R with rules f(x) +g(.x, x) and g(x) +f(x, x) is 
trivially terminating in the algebraic setting, while (gx) -+ (fxx) + 
(gxxx) -+ . . . is an infinite R-reduction in ,4(C)-terms. (I am indebted to 
the referee for the latter observation and example.) 
We will not want to insist that function arity be respected in the strictest 
sense, since we certainly wish to allow function symbols to occur (say, as 
arguments to higher-order procedures) without being instantiated by their 
arguments. But when the rewrite system R is thought of as rewriting terms 
of base type, no function symbols should be presented with more 
arguments than its arity prescribes. Somewhet surprisingly, in the presence 
of b-strong normalization this very elementary form of type-checking, 
which we may call “arity-checking,” will suffice to ensure inheritance of 
confluence or termination, without a commitment to a specific type 
discipline. 
DEFINITION 1.1. A set Y of terms is R-stable if 
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1. Y is closed under taking subterms and under --@+, 
2. each term in Y is strongly P-normalizing, and contains no 
subterm of the form (fA, ... A,) where n is greater than the arity off: 
Examples of R-stable sets include the sets of A(Z) terms which recieve a 
type in the simply typed lambda calculus, polymorphic lambda calculi 
(Girard, 1971, 1972; Reynolds, 1974), certain systems of dependent types 
(MacQueen, 1986), and the Calculus of Constructions (Coquand and 
Huet, 1988). When an R and an R-stable set are available from the context 
we may abuse notation and speak of “stable terms.” 
Our main results are: 
l If R is confluent then --@+ is confluent on R-stable terms. 
l If R is terminating then --@+ is terminating on R-stable terms. 
The constructions can be briefly described as follows. To show preserva- 
tion of confluence, we follow Breazu-Tannen (1988) in projecting 
/?R-reduction to R-reduction on p-normal forms, but simplify and 
generalize his technique by passing to a bottom-up/parallel version of 
R-reduction which almost commutes, in a technical sense, with /I-reduction. 
This relation is similar to the relation used by Tait and Martin-LGf in their 
proof of B-confluence for untyped lambda calculus. To analyze termination, 
we show that whenever M is not a p-normal form then any flR-reduction 
out of M can be projected along a properly chosen P-reduction in such a 
way that if the first reduction is infinite then so is the projection. We will 
be able to conclude that if M allows an infinite flR-reduction then the 
p-normal form of M will allow an infinite R-reduction-a contradiction if 
R is assumed to be terminating rewrite system. 
A consequence of the approach we have adopted is that in order to 
derive the corresponding theorems about typed systems, the statements of 
the theorems above are not sufficient (this is a familiar phenomenon; 
consider the confluence of the simply typed lambda calculus, which will not 
follow from the fact that the untyped lambda calculus is confluent, but 
which submits to exactly the same proof). By making essentially trivial 
modifications to the proofs of the theorems given here, the reader may 
derive termination- and confluence-preservation results for simply typed 
and polymorphically tyed lambda calculi. We omit a detailed treatment, 
but we do outline the modifications needed to address the Girard- 
Reynolds system Il’. 
Klop (1980) considers the addition of new rewriting rules to untyped 
lambda calculus, with restrictions on the form for the new rules (for 
example, that variables may not occur twice on the left side of a rule). We 
treat arbitrary algebraic rules. Toyama (1987) shows that the direct sum of 
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confluent term rewriting systems is confluent, but the purely algebraic 
setting is very different from the present framework. 
The termination of a combination of terminating algebraic rewrite 
systems is a very delicate issue-Toyama (1987) presents several counter- 
examples. Termination is known to persist in a combined system under 
various, somewhat restrictive, hypotheses (Middeldorp, 1989; Rusinowitch, 
1987; Toyama et al, 1989). 
We note in passing that the addition of constants and rules expressing 
surjective pairing on untyped terms can be cast as rewrite rules as above, 
but these are explicitly higher-order constructs and do not conform to our 
notion of “algebraic.” It is well-known (Klop, 1980) that the addition of 
these rules to the untyped calculus disturbs confluence, and that for simply 
typeable terms, confluence and termination are each preserved (Pottinger, 
1981). However, the techniques of the present paper do not shed any light 
on this situation, since arity-checking fails for simply typed terms with 
pairing. It may be that there is a generalization of the notion of stability 
which allows the present techniques to be adapted to such non-algebraic 
reduction. 
For basic definitions and notation not explained below, see Barendregt 
(1984) for the lambda calculus, and Huet and Oppen (1980) for term 
rewriting. 
Notation 
Following a convention of algebraic rewriting, we identify each term 
with a partial function on sequences (here, (0, 1 )-sequences). Thus, a 
variable or constant is identified with the function mapping the empty 
sequence to that variable or constant; (&A,) maps the empty sequence to 
a symbol for application, and maps the sequence iu to A;(u), i E { 0, 1 } ; and 
(IZxA) maps the empty sequence to a symbol for “L? and maps OU to A(u). 
Sequences in the domain of a term A are called occurrences in A. If a and 
b are sequences with a an initial segment of b, we say that a precedes b and 
that b extends a; a and b are incomparable if neither extends the other. 
Suppose u is an occurrence in A. Then A/u is the term defined by 
A/u(o) = A(uu); if B is of the form A/u, then B is a subterm of A (written 
B c A). The term A[ut B] is defined by A[u+- B](w)= A(w) for 
occurrences w  of A not extending u and A [u +- B]( uu) = B(u) for occur- 
rences v of B. 
Any term is in one of the forms 
l AX,...X,.hM,.~. M,, with n, m 2 0 and h E Vars u .Z, or 
l ;Ix, . ..x..(E,xM,)M, . ..M.,,, with n>O and ma 1. 
A C term is either a variable or a term (fA, ... A,), f E C, Aj~ A(C) 
(0 < i < m). An algebraic term is either a variable or a term (fl’, . . . T,,,), 
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f~ C, m = the arity off, ri algebraic for (0 d i < m). We will reserve S and 
T to stand for algebraic terms. 
Substitution into an algebraic term T is particularly simple since there is 
no variable binding in T. Since we will often have occasion to manipulate 
substitution instances of algebraic terms T, we adopt the following 
notational convention: 
If T is an algebraic term whose free variables are among the 
set { u1 , . . . . ok}, and Q- {Ql, . . . . Qk} is any multiset of /i(C) 
terms, then the result of simultaneously substituting each Qi 
for vi in T is denoted TQ. 
An algebraic rewrite system R is a set of pairs (S, T) of algebraic terms 
in which S is not a variable and Vurs( T) z Vars(S). 
Let P be any binary relation on terms. A P-reduction step p from M to 
N is given by a pair (A, B) E P, an occurrence u of M, and a substitution 
c such that M/u = a(A) and N = M[u t o(B)]. We say that p has SOUYC~ 
term A, and redex u. Any term Q(A) as above is called a P-redex term. The 
relation A holds from M to N if there is a P-reduction p from M to N 
(we write p: MP’ N). 
Given A, we denote its reflexive closure by -5 -, its reflexive transitive 
closure by -%+, and its associated equivalence relation by +A+. If we 
write P:M,-%M,--~... then p is a sequence of reduction steps 
(p,lO<i<n) for some n<o. 
A relation P is confluent, or Church-Rosser, if whenever X &‘- M-P” Y 
there is an N such that XP” N +L Y. P is terminating, or strongly 
normalizing, if there are no infinite J-+ reductions. 
If P and Q are relations, we often write PQ for Pu Q. 
2. DESCENDANTS AND PROJECTIONS 
The proofs of our preservation theorems proceed by isolating certain 
subterms of a term and analyzing reductions into steps which take place 
inside the given terms and other steps which are blind to the internal 
structure of those terms. In this section we develop some machinery 
enabling us to track the progress of subterms during a reduction. We use 
the notions of descendant of an occurrence with respect to an algebraic 
reduction (essentially as in Huet and Levy, 1979). 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let p: M -5 N. For an occurrence d of M, the set d/p 
of descendants of d with respect to p is the set of occurrences in N defined 
as follows. 
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If d does not extend the redex u of p then d/p = {d}. If d is UW, w  a 
non-variable address of the source term S, then d/p = a. Otherwise, 
writing d as uac, where S/a = ai, and writing T for the target term of p, d/p 
is { ua’c 1 T/a’ = oi}. 
If 9 is a set of occurrences in M then 9/p is U {d/p ( dE 9 >. 
If p = pn ‘2 . . 0 p,, is a several step reduction then 9/p is 
(.~.(~/PcJl...lPn). 
When the descendant of a certain occurrence of subterm X is under 
consideration, we often simply say “descendant of X.” For example, 
suppose (Jx, g-xx) is a rule, and consider the reduction ME h(f(k~~)) -% 
h(g(ky)(ky)) E N. Then ky has two descendants, the two occurrences of ky 
in N, andf(ky) has one descendant, viz., g((ky)(ky)) in N. 
We pay particular attention to maximal non-Z subterms, the occurrences 
of which form the C-boundary of a term. 
DEFINITION 2.2. The C-boundary of M, O,(M), is the set of occurren- 
ces defined as follows (by induction on terms). 
l If M is a variable then O,(M) is empty. 
l If A4 is of the form fM, ... M, with SE Z, then d is in O,(M) iff 
3i 3dl Id,, d = d, d2, MJd, 3 Ml, d, E O,(Mi). 
l Otherwise O,(M) contains the empty occurrence only (corre- 
sponding to the term M itself). 
LEMMA 2.3. rf T is algebraic then d is in O,(TQ) iff 3i 3d, Id,, 
d= d,d,, T Q/dl = Qi, d, E O,(Q,). 
Proof: An easy induction on T. m 
LEMMA 2.4. Let p: MA N, and let d be an occurrence in M. 
1. For each e E d/p, M/d -% ~ N/e. 
2. If d precedes the redex of p then M/d 2 N/d. 
3. If M is stable and 9 is O,(M) then 9/p is O,(N). 
Prooj The first two assertions follow easily from the definition of 
descendant. 
For Part 3, use induction on M. If M is of the form Ix, ... 
x, . @xM,) MI . . . M, (n > 0, m > l), then N is obtained by a rewrite inside 
one of the Mi, and the induction hypothesis applies (since the same clause 
in the definition of Z-boundary applies for N). The same argument applies 
if M is Ax, . ..x..hM, . ..M.,,, unless n = 0 and the redex of p is not 
contained in some Mi. But in this case stability (arity-checking in 
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particular) implies that M = hM, . . . M, is in fact SQ and N is TQ, for 
some rule (S, T) and some Q. The result then follows from Lemma 2.3 
and the fact that no variables occur in T which are not in S. 1 
To isolate the steps of a reduction which are independent of some 
particular subterms, we consider the term obtained by replacing those 
subterms by variables. We must do this with some care in order to preserve 
the rewriting relation. 
DEFINITION 2.5. An R-projection (or just projection, if R is available 
from the context) is any function n from terms to variables such that if M 
and N have a common R-reduct then they are assigned the same variable. 
Given a set 9 of pairwise incomparable occurrences in a term M, and a 
projection 7c whose range is disjoint from the variables of M, write M” for 
the term obtained from M by replacing M/d by rc(M/d) for each do 9, and 
say that M” is a projection of M at 9. 
If p: A4 -5 N, rr is a projection at 9, and 9/p is pairwise incomparable, 
then pn is the projection at 9/p given by pn(N/e) E n(M/d), for each do 9 
and e E d/p. 
We need Lemma 2.4.1 in order to justify the definition of pi above. In 
order to ensure that 9/p is pairwise incomparable, it will suffice (by 
Lemma 2.4.3) to choose 9 to be the C-boundary of M (it is clear that a 
E-boundary is a,pairwise incomparable set of occurrences). To go further 
and have the projection of a reduction induce a reduction on the 
projections, we must be careful to project on a sufficiently full set of 
occurrences, in the following sense: 
DEFINITION 2.4. Zf M/u is of the form TQ and $9 is a set of occurrences, 
then 9 is (T, U) full if no de 9 is uw with w  a non-variable occurrence in 
T, and for every dg 9 which is uac with TJa a variable, 9 contains each 
ua’c for which T/a’ is the same variable. 
LEMMA 2.7. Let p: A45 N have redex u and source term S, let 9 be 
pairwise incomparable and (S, u) full, and suppose that M” is a projection of 
M at 9. Then 
1. M”R’- NP”. = 
2. If no dE 63 precedes u, then M” --% NPn. 
ProoJ Let M/u be SQ for some Q. If no dE 9 precedes u then u is an 
occurrence in M”. But since 9 is (S, u) full, M”/u is of the form SQ’ and 
NP”Ju is of the form TQ’, proving 2. 
On the other hand, if there is a d,,E 9 preceding u, then $31~ = 9 and 
M” E NP”. So M” -!% ~ NPn holds in any case. 1 
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Finally, in order to project an R-reduction of several steps on $3 we must 
guarantee that its descendants will be full for the next step. This motivates 
the next result. 
LEMMA 2.8. If 9 is O,(M) then for any u such that M/u is of the form 
TQ, 9 is (T, u)-full. 
Proof Let de 9 be uac and let d’ = ua’c, with T/a and T/a’ the same 
variable; it suffices to check that there can be no non-C occurrence above 
d’. Indeed, if u’ were one, then we could find one above d as follows. Either 
v’ would be above u, hence itself above d, or below a’, in which case there 
would be a v below a and above d with M/v’= M/v. This contradicts 
dg9. 1 
Thus C-boundaries are aIways sets of non-C occurrences which are 
sufficiently full, and in the stable case their descendants inherit this 
property. These facts enable us to iterate applications of Lemma 2.7 when 
we start with a projection of a C-boundary. 
It will be important to isolate p-redex subterms of a term which are 
contained in no other /J-redexes, and whose descendants are similarly 
maximal. Leftmost redexes have these properties under P-reduction 
alone, but algebraic reduction can spoil leftmost-ness. So we need a 
generalization: 
DEFINITION 2.9. An ocurrence d is an outermost /I-redex occurrence of 
M if either 
l M-Ax, . ..x..(lxM,)M, ... M,, and d is the indicated occurrence 
of (AxM,,)M,, or 
l MrIx, . ..x..hM, . ..M.,, with hE VarsuC, and 3i3d, 3d,, 
d= d, d2, M/d, = Mi, d2 outermost in Mi. 
Of course, outermost b-redexes need not be in the Z-boundary of M. 
LEMMA 2.10. 1. If T is algebraic then d is an outermost /?-redex in TQ 
ifs 3i 3d, 3d,, d = d,d,, TQ/d, z Qi, d2 outermost in O,(Q,). 
2. When M is stable, each R-descendant of an outermost /I-redex is an 
outermost p-redex. 
3. When M is stable p-normal form each R-reduct of M is a /I-normal 
f orm. 
Proof 1. An easy induction on T. 
2. By induction on M; suppose MR.N. If M-Ax,.,. 
xn. (RxMo)M, . . . M, then N has the same shape and the result is clear. 
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When ME Ax, . ..x..hM, . . . M,, proceed using induction and part 1 (in 
the same manner as in the proof of Lemma 2.4.3). 
3. By induction on M. We may write ME Ax, . ..x.,. hM, ... 
M, -5 N. The only case which does not submit immediately to the 
induction hypothesis is the one in which ME hM, ... M, is SQ and 
NE TQ. But part 1 and the fact that there are no variables in T which are 
not in S imply that there can be no (outermost) j-redexes in N. 1 
3. TERMINATION 
In this section it is shown that if a terminating algebraic rewriting system 
is added to the A(C) calculus of /Greduction, the resulting system is 
terminating on stable terms. We assume that all terms under consideration 
are stable. 
The first step is to record some well-known results on P-reduction which 
parallel some of the results of the previous section. The notions of residual 
of a B-redex and of a development of a specified set of redexes are standard, 
and it turns out that we can confine our attention to developing sets 
of incomparable fi-redexes. In the interest of maintaining a uniform 
terminology we will use “descendant” to refer to the image of an occurrence 
under either type of reduction. Hence: 
NOTATION 3.1. l If p: MR” . . . . and 9 is a set of P-redex occurrences 
in M, then the set 9/p of descendants of 9 with respect to p is the set of 
occurrences of residuals of the terms at 9. 
l Let 9 be a set of pairwise incomparable B-redexes in M. Then 
~(9, M) is the term obtained from M by contracting those redexes. We say 
that ~(9, M) is a development of M. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let p: M--% N, and let d be an outermost fi-redex 
occurrence in A4, 
1. rf d is the redex of p then d/p = 0, otherwise d/p = (d}. 
2. M/d 8, ~ N/d. 
3. If d strictly precedes the redex of p, then M/d -6 N/d. 
4. Each b-descendant of an outermost /I-redex is an outermost /I-redex. 
Proof The first three parts are clear. The proof of Part 4 is an induc- 
tion on terms. Suppose M is Ax, . . . x,. (AxM,)M, . . . M,. If the redex of p 
is (IxM,)M, itself there are no descendants; otherwise the descendant of 
(IxM,)M, is in the same position in N and hence is outermost. When it4 
is Ix, -..x,.hM, . . . M,, apply induction. B 
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The construction in the proof of termination for fiR involves choosing an 
outermost /?-redex from the initial term of a reduction and developing it 
and all of its descendants. The next two results show that under the right 
conditions, such a development preserves --& and A. The first is a 
special case of the strong theorem (FD!) on finite developments. 
In a p-redex term (J”xP)Q, call Q the argument term. Note that if D is 
a /I-redex subterm of Q in (IxP)Q, and if furthermore x$FV(P), then a 
contraction of D is rendered moot by a subsequence contraction of 
(IlxP)Q. This possibility plays a rule in the next two lemmas. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let p: MA N. If 9 is a set of outermost /I-redexes in M, 
and d is 59/p, then 
1. ~(9, M)A cp(b, N), and 
2. if the redex of p is neither an element of 9 nor an occurrence in an 
argument term of a redex from 9 then at least one reduction is done in 
49, W --&, ~(8, NJ. 
ProoJ: 1. This is Lemma 11.1.7.(ii) of Barendregt (1984). 
2. Assuming the redex u of p is as described, u has at least one 
descendant relative to any reduction from M to ~(9, M). With this obser- 
vation, the proof is, verbatim, the proof of Lemma 11.3.3 of Barendregt 
(1984). 1 
Now, if 9 is a set of outermost /?-redexes and p is an algebraic reduction, 
then we know that the descendants are also outermost (hence incom- 
parable) /?-redexes, so it makes sense to develop them. This leads to an 
algebraic companion to Lemma 3.3, describing the interaction between 
algebraic reductions and /?-developments. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let M be stable and p: MR’ N. If 9 is a set of outermost 
j?-redexes in M and d is 9/p, then 
1. cp(9, AI)-+-+ cp(&:, N), and 
2. if the redex of p is not an occurrence in an argument term of a redex 
from 9 then at least one reduction is done in ~~(59, M) --&+ cp(b, N). 
Proof. Let p have redex u and source term S. 
1. We have two cases, defined by the position of u with respect to 9 
(of course u $9). If no d in 9 precedes u, expand 9 to the smallest (S, u) 
full set 9 + containing 9. Then C@ + is still a set of outermost /?-redexes 
(cf. Lemma 2.10.1) and 9 ‘/p is b. Now if 7c is any projection on 9 +, 
Lemma 2.7 implies that M” -5 NPn. Therefore by performing p-reductions 
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in A4 before the R-reduction we obtain ~(9, M)A cp(93++, M) -5 
cp(b, W 
If the redex u extends some do E 9, then no element of 9 extends U, since 
they are all incomparable with d,. Therefore 9 is trivially (S, U) full, each 
element of $3 is its own descendant, and we have two subcases as follows. 
Write M/d, E (AxA) B and M/u s SQ. 
l When SQ c A, 
M=M[d,+ (IxA[utSQ])B], 
N=M[d,c (AxA[u+ TQ])B], 
~(23, M) 5 M’[d, + (A[u + SQ])[x := B]], 
cp(&,N)=M’[d,+(A[u+TQ])[x:=B]], 
and ~(9, M) 3 cp(&“, N) by substitutivity of R. 
l When SQ r B, 
M- M[d,, t (LxA)(B[u +- SQ])], 
N= M[d,, c (AxA)(B[u + TQ])], 
cp(9, M) = M’[d, + A[x := B[u + SC’]]], 
,cp(&, N) = M’[dO + A[x := B[u + PI]], 
and q(9, M) & ~(8, N) by repeating the R-reduction for every free 
occurrence of x in A. 
2. The second assertion can be seen by examining the cases in part 
l-the only case where collapsing might occur is in the last case, when x 
is not free in A. 1 
We are now in a position to see that PR-reduction is terminating on 
stable terms. It is convenient to treat pure R-reduction first. 
THEOREM 3.5. If R is terminating on algebraic terms, then R is 
terminating on R-stable A(Z) terms. 
Proof For the sake of contradiction, let M be a stable term of minimal 
size among those which are R-infinite. 
By hypothesis, M cannot be algebraic. Suppose M were not a C term. 
Then M would be one of xP, . ..P.,, or (Ix.P,)P,...P, (n>O), and each 
R-reduct would be of the same shape, so that some Pi would be R-infinite, 
contradicting the minimality of M. 
So let 9 be O,(M) and let x be a projection on 9 which replaces all 
subterms by the same variable. Since M is a C term, each subterm 
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represented in 9 is smaller than M, and since M is not algebraic, M” is 
smaller than M. 
Now let p:M-MO&M,3 . . . be an infinite R reduction, set go - 9, 
%+I= CSJp,, set rcO = n, rc n+, = p,,q and construct the sequence of terms 
M,“‘. By Lemma 2.7.1, Mz -% - IV::; for each n. 
Since M” is smaller than M, the sequence above is finite as a reduction 
sequence, so that for some k, M,“” -% M,“;‘; fails for all n 3 k. 
For n 2 k, Lemma 2.7.2 applied to the reduction pn : M, -% M, + , yields 
a d, E 9,, preceding the redex of pn. It follows that for 12 2 k, g,,/p, = ~2~. 
Furthermore, there must be a particular dE G& such that for infinitely many 
n, d precedes the redex of pn. Choose d, E go such that dk is a descendant 
of d,,; M/d,, must be R-infinite, contradicting the minimality of M. 1 
THEOREM 3.6. If R is terminating on algebraic terms, then jR is 
terminating on R-stable A(Z) terms. 
Proof: The proof is by induction on the maximum number of steps 
which can occur in a b-reduction of a stable term M. For the sake of 
contradiction, let p: Me M, 4 M, 4 . . . be an infinite reduction. 
When M is a p-normal form, Lemm 2.10.3 implies that each p,, is an 
R-reduction, so p is finite by Theorem 3.5. 
So let d, be any outermost B-redex in M,, M/d, E (A,P,)Q,. Since 
stability is inherited by subterms, the induction hypothesis applies to Q,, 
so Q, is PR-terminating. 
Set %= (do}, %+l = G&/p,,. Each 9n is a set of outermost fi-redexes 
by Lemmas 2.4.3 and 3.2.4, hence is pairwise incomparable. Lemmas 3.3.1 
and 3.4.1 imply that cp(&, M,)A ~p(g~+.,, M,,,) for each n, but by 
induction, cp( (d,}, M) is /JR-terminating, so this is finite as a -@+ 
reduction. 
By Lemmas 3.3.2 and 3.4.2, from some point on each p,-redex term is 
either equal to some B-redex term from 9,,, or is a subterm of the argument 
part of such a term. A reduction pn of the first type results in gn+ r being 
smaller than gn, while one of the second type yields 9,, + r the same size as 
BH, so eventually every reduction is of the second type. That is, there is a 
k such that for n B k each p,, has its redex term inside the Q of some term 
(AxP)Q occurring in 9,,. Just as in the previous theorem, for n> k, 
9,,,lp,, = &, and there is a particular d E & such that for infinitely many n, 
d precedes the redex of p,,. 
Now, M/d is of the form (A.xP,)Q,, (IxPO)Q,A (IxP,)Qk, and no 
step in this reduction occurs at the root of a term, so in fact Q, --@-H Qk. 
The previous paragraph showed that Qk is /3R-infinite, so we have a 
contradiction of the fact that Q, is BR-terminating. 1 
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It follows that adding terminating algebraic rules to the simply or 
polymorphically typed lambda calculus results in a terminating system, 
since an infinite reduction in the calculus would induce an infinite reduc- 
tion in the PR-system defined by erasing the types from terms. A different 
proof of this fact, obtained independently, is found in Breazu-Tannen and 
Gallier (1989). 
Indeed, any strongly normalizing typed lambda calculus which admits a 
notion of type erasure so that b-reductions induce /?-reductions on the 
untyped erasures, and in which there can be no infinite /?R-reductions 
which are invisible to the erasures (for example, within the types 
themselves), will remain strongly normalizing if a terminating set of rules 
is added. 
4. CONFLUENCE 
This section shows that when confluent algebraic rewriting is combined 
with fl-reduction, confluence is inherited by stable terms. We again restrict 
attention to stable terms. 
As pointed out in Breazu-Tannen (1988), we cannot expect confluence in 
the presence of q-reduction: iffx 2 a, then 1”x.f~ has the two qR normal 
forms 2x.a and J 
We first verify that a confluent algebraic system R remains confluent 
when extended to the expanded set of terms n(Z). The global strategy in 
the proof of Theorem 4.1 (projecting PR-reductions to R-reductions on 
p-normal forms) was used in Breazu-Tannen (1988) in the simply typed 
setting; we avoid the use of types in the argument. 
THEOREM 4.1. If R is conjluent on algebraic terms, then R is confluent on 
R-stable A(Z) terms. 
Proof We show by induction on stable terms M that if 
X +&- M -%+ Y then there exists N such that XR” N +Z- Y. If M is 
algebraic, confluence holds by hypothesis. If M is itself not a C term, then 
M can be written as one of xP, . . . P, or (Lx. P,)P, . . . P, (n > 0), and X 
and Y must have the same shape, so we can build N using the induction 
hypothesis on the Pi. 
So suppose M is a non-algebraic Z term, let 9 be O,(M), and let R - 
be the relation R restricted to {A 1%~ $2, M/d-% A >. Since M is a C 
term, each M/d for de $3 is smaller than M. By the induction hypothesis, 
R-confluence holds out of M/d when de 23, and it follows that 
R-confluence holds out of every term in the domain of R ~. So R - is a 
confluent relation. 
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Let rc be defined over 9 so that terms M/d and M/e are replaced by the 
same variable if and only if M/d +&w M/e. This is an R-projection. Since 
M is not algebraic, M” is smaller than M. 
By iterating Lemma 2.7 we can project the two reductions on $9 and its 
descendants, obtaining M” -!%+ X’ and M” J$+ Y’. By the induction 
hypothesis applied to M” there exists N’ with X’& N’ & Y’. 
The terms M”, X’, and Y’ are obtained from M, X, and Y, respectively, 
by replacing subterms by new variables. We build our desired N by finding 
appropriate terms to substitute for these variables in N’. 
Consider one of the new variables z and let A,, . . . . A, be the subterms of 
X replaced by z to give x’, and B,, .., B, the subterms of Y replaced by z 
to give Y’. Each Ai is a reduct of some M/d with de 9 and n(M/d) = z, 
and the same holds for each Bj. By the confluence of R-, we can produce 
a term C,,, which is a common R-reduct of all the Ai and Bj. 
When this has been done for each z, take N to be N’ with each z 
replaced by C,=,. 
Now we have XR” X’[z := C&J by rewriting the various Ai to Cc=, 
for each z and Ai as above. Similarly, Y-R” Y’[z := C,=,]. Finally, 
X’[z := C&J -% N’[z := C,;,] and Y’[z := C,;,] J$+ N’[z := C,,,] by 
substitutivity of R. Thus N’[z := C,;,] is the desired N. 1 
To lift this result to full BR-reduction, we attempt to project reductions 
to reductions on p-normal forms (the latter reductions will be purely 
algebraic if the original term is stable). Now, R-reductions will not 
commute directly with P-reductions, but the relation A, defined below 
almost commutes with A. The technique is inspired by a proof of the 
confluence of -& due to Tait and Martin-Lof. 
DEFINITION 4.2. The relation A1 is defined inductively as follows: 
1. MA,M. 
2. If M-%, M’ and N&, N’ then MN&, M’N’. 
3. If MAI M’ then Lx.MA, Ax.M’. 
4. If (S, T)ER, and for 1 <i<n, PiA1 Qi, then SpAI TQ. 
The relation -%-+i is sometimes known as the walk relation. 
Proof: The first is clear from (1) and (4) of Definition 4.2; the second 
is an easy induction over -%+ 1. 
LEMMA 4.4. A A1 B implies M[x := A] A1 M[x := B]. 
Proof: An easy induction on M. 
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LEMMA 4.5. A&, B and MA, N imply M[x:=A]+ 
N[x := B]. 
Proof By induction on the derivation of M-J-H, N. When M = N, use 
the previous lemma. The cases when M -%, N follows from Parts 2 or 3 
of Definition 4.2 are easy. When h4 z Sp A, TQ = N, use the facts 
that M[x :=A] is SpCx’=A] and N[x := B] is TQCx’=‘l, and that 
Pi[x := A] A, Qi[x := A] by the induction hypothesis. 1 
The important feature of A, is that we can project and develop a 
single step A, reduction to a single step -%i reduction, as follows. 
PROPOSITION 4.6. Let M he any A(c) term. Zf p: Ma X and 
MA, N, then there are x’ and Z such that X -& x’ L, Z and 
NA Z. 
Proof By induction on the derivation of M --5+, N. 
1. A4 = N: trivial. 
2. Mr(M,M,)4+, (N, N2) z N, with each Mi --%, N;. There are 
two subcases. 
(a) If the redex term of p is a subterm of, (say), M,, then 
Xz (X,X,) with’ h4, 4, X,. By induction, there exists Xi and 2, with 
X, _8.. X’, A i 2, and N, J& Z,. We can then take 2 = (Z, N2). 
(b) If the redex term of p is A4 itself, then M = (AxP)M,, 
XrP[x:=M,], with ,lxPA, N, and M,&, N,. Since Air&, 
N, is of the form AxQ with PR” i Q. Then we can take Z to be 
Q[x := NJ and invoke Lemma 4.5. 
3. ME AxM, -% I AxN, = N: similar to part 2(a) above. 
4. M=SPJL, TQ E N, with each Pi Al Q;: If (,lxA)B is the 
redex term in p then there is an i such that (l.xA)B c Pi. For this i, we 
have a p-reduction out of Pi and Pi --%+I Qi, so by induction there are P: 
and Qi, with Pi&P:, QiA Q,!, and PIA, Qi. Let P’ denote the 
sequence of terms obtained from P by replacing Pi by Pl, and take X’ to 
be S”. Let Q’ denote the sequence of terms obtained from Q by replacing 
Q, by Q,!, and take Z’ to be TQ’. Then M = Sp 8, X6 Sp’ E x’ by 
suitably reducing all occurrences of Pi to P:, and X’ A, Z since each 
element of P’ reduces via -%+, to the corresponding element of Q’. 1 
Preservation of confluence now follows. 
THEOREM 4.7. Zf R is confluent on algebraic terms, then /lR is confluent 
over R-stable A(C) terms. 
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Proof: Write BnJ(A) for the B-normal form of a term A. We first show, 
by induction along A, that when A4 is stable and M-J%+ i N then 
/5$(M) -%+i /+zf(N). If M is a b-normal form then by Lemma 2.10.3 so 
is N. Otherwise, let M”- X be any reduction, define X’ and 2 as in 
Proposition 4.6, and apply the induction hypothesis to the instance 
X’~12. 
It follows that A4 stable and MR’ N imply that Bnf(M)A Bnf(N). 
Now, to show confluence, suppose M is R-stable, with A * 
A4 A B. Then /?nf(A ) & /Y&$(M) J%+ /?nf(B). Confluence of R on 
A(Z) yields P such that bnf(A) -%-+ P a/?nf(B), so that A J%+ 
P * B as desired. u 
The proofs above indicate an approach to proving inheritence of 
confluence in (strongly /?-normalizing) typed DR-systems such as those 
using a polymorphic type discipline (or a system of dependent types). The 
preservation of R-confluence on the set A(Z) should hold just as in 
Theorem 4.1 above. In these systems, reductions explicitly involving types 
are defined, so in such a system let J% stand for term p-reduction together 
with type reduction. The set of terms which type-check will be stable in the 
sense obtained by replacing b by p+ in Definition 1.1. When Part 2 of the 
definition of A1 is expanded so that A1 is compatible with all of the 
term-forming operations, it suffices to prove a version of Proposition 4.6 in 
which B there is replaced by p + . 
For example, in the Girard-Reynolds system 1’ of polymorphic types, 
let B’, be a-reduction on types, When algebraic rewriting is added, stability 
of type-checking terms (with respect to a) is clear, and the proof of 
algebraic confluence on type checking terms is exactly as in Theorem 4.1. 
When the definition of -%, is expanded so that A A, B implies 
(AtA) 3-Q (JtB) and (AT A+ i Bz), for types variables t and types 7, 
Proposition 4.6 holds when the relation -A there is replaced by & u A. 
Preservation of confluence then follows just as in Theorem 4.7. 
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